
IP & EM Post-Processing Softwares

Canadian Manufacturer of Geophysical Instrumentation since 1976

Get the most out of your dataset!

With GDD instruments and Post-Process softwares,

save time, money and avoid re-surveying. You can now

correct and enhance your Fullwave EM and IP dataset.
IP Post-Process Software

Visualize the Fullwave current “I” 

measured every 1ms using GDD’s 

new EM-IP Tx Controller

Visualize in details 

the Fullwave

Primary Voltage 

“Vp” measured at 

the IP Rx

Improve your final results by  

discarding noisy half-cycles from 

your fullwave IP Rx database

Visualize both 

the Resistivity 

and 

Chargeability

Visualize the Fullwave

(from*.fullwave or *.MEM files) 

and Pseudosections;

Improve your apparent resistivity 

using real-time current with the 

EM-IP Tx Controller (GPS time 

required);

Fine-tune synchronization, change 

your windows scheme, discard 

noisy data...

Merge data from multiple Rx;

Cancel the telluric noise using time 

stamp signal from a remote station, 

using any GDD IP Rx (GPS time 

required);

Available with GDD IP Receivers,   

Tx Controller and SCIP Tester.

Reprocess your IP data



PURCHASE

Can be shipped anywhere in the world.

RENTAL

Starts on the day the instrument leaves our office in Québec to the day of

its return to our office. 50% of the rental fee of the last 4 months of rental

can be credited towards the purchase of the rented instrument.

WARRANTY

All instruments are covered by one-year warranty. All repair under 

warranty will be done free of charge at our office in Québec, Canada. 

Transportation, taxes and duties are extra, if applicable.

SERVICE

If an instrument manufactured by GDD breaks down while under

warranty or service contract, it will be replaced free of charge during

repairs (upon request and subject to instrument availability).

OTHER COSTS

Shipping, insurances, customs and taxes are extra if applicable.

PAYMENT

Checks, credit cards, money transfer, etc. 
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Québec (Québec), Canada  G1X 4B7

Tel. : +1(418) 877-4249

Fax:  +1(418) 877-4054

Toll Free: +1-877-977-4249 (Canada)
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EM Post-Process Software

Visualize in details 

the fullwave 

Secondary EM 

∂B/∂t and B-field 

measured at the Rx

Discard noisy half-

cycles and Re-stack 

your data to 

generate higher 

quality results

Discard noisy 

Decays from your 

final EM dataset

Reprocess your EM data

Visit www.gdd.ca

Visualize the Fullwave, spectrum, decays and profiles;

Fine-tune synchronization, change your windows scheme, discard noisy data...

Available with GDD NordicEM24 TDEM receiver


